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Let T= (V, E) be an undirected tree with positive edge lengths. Let S be a subset of V with 
IS I= k. For each vertex o let d~' _< --- <__ dt~ be the sorted sequence of distances from o to the k 
vertices in S. For i = 1 .... , k, let S(o, i) denote the vertex set of the minimal subtree containing o
and the vertices of S whose distance from o is at most d/°. For r > 0 let N(o, r) denote the set of 
vertices in V whose distance from o is at most r. We prove that the collection of all subsets 
{S(o,i)NN(o,r)}, with o in V, i= 1 .. . . .  k, and d~_l<_r<__d ~,(d~ = 0), is totally balanced. We also 
show that the subcollection of all subsets {S(o, 1)} with o in V is totally unimodular. These results 
extend and unify some previous results on collections of subtrees of a tree, and they imply the 
existence of polynomial algorithms for several location models on trees. Finally we discuss exten- 
sions of the above results to bitrees and strongly chordal graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E)  be a connected undirected graph with V and E as its vertex and 
edge sets respectively. Each edge e e E has a positive length, de. For any pair of 
vertices v, u e V let d(v, u) denote the length of a shortest path connecting v and u. 
Consider the following location problem. 
Let D and S be subsets of V, where D is identified as the set of customers 
and S is the set of existing servers. Each customer v ~ D is associated with a non- 
empty subset of potential servers S(o)c_c_ S, where he can and likes to get service 
from. We assume that S(v) is defined by a threshold radius r o, i.e., S(v)= 
{u[u e S, d(v, u)<_ ro}. For example, in many applications ro might be the distance 
of o to a closest server in S, in which case, S(o) will consist of all closest servers to 
o. A customer o is served by exactly one server, and he is indifferent as to what 
server in S(o) he is assigned to. A server can serve any number of customers. Finally 
we assume that once a customer is assigned to some server in S(o), he will follow 
a shortest path to get to that server. 
This work is concerned with the assignment of customers to the existing servers, 
and the location of new secondary stations along shortest paths connecting 
customers to their respective servers. In the particular project that motivated our 
study the servers were shopping centers and the secondary stations were recycling 
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depots for collection of empty bottles and paper products. 
To provide the customers with an incentive to visit a secondary station, it is re- 
quired that for each customer there will be a secondary station established on some 
shortest path connecting the customer to one of his potential servers. The objective 
is to minimize the total set-up cost of secondary stations. Specifically, for each 
o e V, let w o denote the cost of establishing a secondary station at o. We also 
assume that secondary stations, like servers, can accomodate any number of 
customers. For each o e D, let G(S(o)) denote the subgraph of G consisting of all 
the shortest paths connecting o to vertices in S(o). The location model can be stated 
as follows: 
Min ~ w u (1.1) 
Xc  V u~X 
s.t. X contains at least one vertex of G(S(o)) for each o e D. Under appropriate 
nondegeneracy assumptions on the edge lengths {de} (e.g., there are no two simple 
paths of equal lengths in G), and with the supposition that S(o) consists of the 
closest servers to o~D,  (1.1) can be shown to be decomposable into subproblems, 
each being defined on some subtree of G containing exactly one vertex of S. But, 
in general, (1.1) is NP-hard even for the case where there exists only one server, 
IS [ = 1, and the graph is chordal. Those results will be demonstrated in Section 5. 
In this work we focus on properties of the collection of subgraphs {G(S(o))}, 
when the underlying raph is a tree. We prove in Section 3 that a larger collection 
of subtrees, which includes the above as a subcollection, is totally balanced. 
Moreover, if for each o ~ D the threshold r o is equal to the distance from o to a 
closest server in S, then the collection of subtrees {G(S(o))} is also shown to be 
totally unimodular (Section 4). These results extend and unify previous results on 
collections of subtrees of a tree studied in [3,10,12,14,15,16]. 
The above properties imply the polynomial solvability of the location model (1.1), 
and some of its generalizations, when the graph is a tree, a bitree and possibly even 
strongly chordal. (The latter extensions are discussed in Section 6.) 
2. Notations and definitions 
In this paper we will use the common graph theory notation. In particular, if 
G=(V ,E)  is an undirected graph with edge lengths {de}, eeE ,  we use P(x,y) to 
denote a simple path connecting x;y e V. d(x, y) will denote the length of a shortest 
path connecting x and y. A vertex of degree 1 will be called a leaf or a tip. 
Let A = (agj) be a finite 0, 1 matrix. A is totally unimodular if each square sub- 
matrix of A has a determinant of value 0, _+ 1. A is balanced if it does not have a 
square submatrix of odd order with exactly two l 's in each column and in each row. 
A is totally balanced if it does not contain a square submatrix with nonidentical col- 
umns which has exactly two l 's in each column and in each row. 
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Let {St}, t e l, be a finite collection of subsets of { 1, 2, . . . ,  n}. Let a t denote the 
n-dimensional incidence vector of St, t e I, i.e., the j-th component of at is 1 if and 
only if j ES  t. The collection {St}, te l ,  is totally unimodular (balanced, totally 
balanced) if the matrix A, having the vectors {at}, te l  as its rows is totally 
unimodular (balanced, totally balanced). Note that these properties are well defined 
since unimodularity and balancedness of a matrix are not affected by permuting 
rows or columns. If  a collection is either totally balanced or totally unimodular then 
it is balanced. However, a totally balanced collection is not necessarily totally 
unimodular, and a totally unimodular collection is not necessarily totally balanced. 
The collection {St}, te l ,  has a nest ordering property if there exists a permuta- 
tion (J l , - . - , Jn) of { 1, ..., n} such that for each /= 1,..., n, and any pair of subsets, 
St, and St2, which contain Jr, we have 
Sh-{ j l , . . . , J l - l}  C_ S t2 -{ j l , . . . , J l -1}  
or  
St , -{ j l , . . . , J t - l}  D_ Stz-{j l , . . . , j t -1}.  
I f  we let S~, 1= 1, .. . ,  n, denote the projection of St to {Jr, ...,Jn}, then the nest 
ordering property implies that all the sets {S~}, te l ,  containing Jr, can be totally 
ordered by inclusion. 
3. Tota l  ba lancedness  propert ies 
Let T=(F ,E )  be an undirected tree graph with V= {1, . . . ,n}.  Suppose that all 
edges of T have positive edge lengths, and let S be a subset of V with IS]=k. For 
each v e V let d~_ d~--- _ d~ be the sorted sequence of distances from o to the k 
vertices in S. For r > 0 define N(o, r), the neighborhood subtree of radius r centered 
at o, by 
N(v,r)= {u lue  V,d(v,u)<_r}. 
(Without loss of generality r will always be an element of {d(v, w) J we V}.) Also, 
for i = l, ..., k, define T(v, i) to be the minimal (connected) subtree of T containing 
v and all vertices u of S for which d(v, u)<_ d O. S(v, i) will denote the vertex set of 
T(v, i). Thus, a vertex w:~ v is in S(v, i) if and only if there exists a vertex u e S such 
that w is on the unique path, P(v, u), connecting v and u, and d(v, u)~_ d O. Finally, 
for r _0  define S(v, i, r) by 
S(v, i, r) = S(v, i) NN(v, r) 
S(v, i, r) is obtained from S(v, i) by pruning each vertex of S(v, i) whose distance from 
o exceeds r. 
To motivate the above definitions consider two special cases. First suppose that 
S = V. In this case the collection {S(o, i, r )} ,  v e V, i = 1 , . . . ,  n,  r_> O, coincides with 
the collection of neighborhood subtrees {N(o, r)}, o e V, r >_ 0 studied extensively in 
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[10, 12, 14, 15, 16]. Next suppose that S is a singleton and S= {x}. In this case we can 
view T as a tree rooted at x. T(o, i) will then be the path directed from o to the root 
x. Therefore, the collection {S(o, i, r)} will consist of all subpaths of the above set 
of directed paths. This case is studied in [8]. 
In this section we prove that a certain subcollection of {S(o,i,r)}, o e V, 
i = 1, ..., k, r _  0, is totally balanced. (In the next section we will show that a subset 
of the latter is also totally unimodular.) First we point out that the entire collection 
may not be totally balanced. 
Example 3.1. Consider the following 7 vertex tree with unit edge lengths. 
1 2 3 5 6 7 
4 
Let S= {1,7}. Focusing on the subsets centered at 0=4 and 0=5, we have 
d4=d(4,1)=3, d4=d(4,7)=4, d5=d(5,7)=2 and d~=d(5,1)=4. Therefore, 
S(4,1,3)={1,2,3,4}, S(4,2,2)={2,3,4,5} and S(5,2,3)={1,2,3,5,6,7}. The in- 
cidence matrix with rows indexed by S(4, 1, 3), S(4, 2, 2) and S(5, 2, 3) is 
[1 1 1 1 0 0 0 ]  
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
This matrix is not balanced (consider its submatrix defined by the first, fourth and 
fifth columns). 
The main result in this section is the following: 
Theorem 3.2. Given the tree T= (V, E) with S c_ V, I S [ = k, consider all the subsets 
S(o,i,r) such that oe V, i= l , . . . ,k ,  and d]~ l <r<_d~. (d~--O). Then, I(S), the col- 
lection of  all these subsets is totally balanced. 
Note that the collection (defined in Theorem 3.2) for the tree in Example 3.1 will 
not include the subset S(4, 2, 2) since r = 2 and 3 = d 4 ~ r_< d 4 -- 4. 
To prove the theorem we will use the nest ordering characterization of totally 
balanced collections proved in [1,12]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let {St}, teL  be a finite collection of  subsets of  {1,2, . . . ,n}.  The 
collection is totally balanced if and only if it has the nest ordering property. 
To prove Theorem 3.2 we will inductively construct a nest ordering of the vertex 
set V. 
Lemma 3.4. Let S(o, il, r l )  and S(u, i2, rE) be subsets of  the collection I(S). 
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(a) I f  o = u, then either S(o, il, rl) ~_ S(u, i2, r2) or S(v, il, rl) c_ S(u, i 2, r2). 
(b) I f  w e S and d(o, w) < dye, then w e S(o, i I , r l ) .  
Proof. (a) Suppose without loss of generality that i 1 < i 2. If il--i2, then S(o, i l )=  
S(v, i2). Therefore, S(o, i l, r 1) ~_ S(o, i 2, rE) if r I > r 2 and S(v, i l ,  r 1) C_ S(o,/2, r2) if 
r I < r 2. Suppose now that il < i2. In this case d/~_ rE--< d~. Therefore, S(o, i2, rE) - 
S(O, i l) _D S(o, i l, r l ) .  
(b) w e S and d(v, w) < d~ imply that w e S(v, il) and d(o, w) <_ d~, - 1. Since d/~_ l -< 
rl <_d ~ it follows that d(v, w)<r l ,  and therefore wEN(O, rl). Thus, wES(O, il,rl). 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that the set S, defined in Theorem 3.2, contains all the leaves 
(tips) of  T. Let P(x, y) be a longest simple path in T. Let SI and $2 be two subsets 
o f  the collection I(S) which contain x. Then, either S l ~_ $2 or $2 ~_ S1. 
Proof. Suppose that Sl=S(Ol,il,rl) and 52=S(o2,i2,r2). Let zj, j= l ,2 ,  be the 
closest vertex to oj on P(x,y). (Without loss of generality suppose that 
ZEEP(Zl,Y).) Define V(zj) = {ulu e V, zj eP(u,y)}. 
o 2 
• _ _'2 
X z I Z 2 Y 
We first prove that V(z2)c_ $2. Since P(x, y) is a longest path it follows that 
d(02, u) <_ d(o 2, z2) + d(z2, u) 
<- d(o2, z2) + d(z2, x) = d(o2, x), for any u e V(z2). 
Let u be a tip of the subtree induced by V(z2). If u = z2, then clearly u e S2. Sup- 
pose that u :#z2. Thus, u is a tip of T, and therefore u e S. From x e S N S 2 and 
d(o2, u)<_ d(o2, x) we have u ~ $2. Since all the tips of the subtree induced by V(z2) 
are in $2 it follows that V(z2)c_ $2. 
From the definition of the sets in I(S) we know that the sets S I -V(z2)  and 
S 2 - V(Z2) can be ordered by inclusion. If $2 - V(z2) _ S1 - g(z2),  then S 2 _ S1, since 
$2_~ V(z2). Thus, suppose that 
S 2 - V(Z2)c_ S 1 - V(z2) and S 2 -  V(Z2):#: S I -  V(z2). (3.1) 
We will prove that SI-~ $2. 
Since x e S f)$2, $2 -  V(Z2) contains, in particular, all the vertices in V -  V(Z2) 
which are on some path of length less than or equal to d(z2, x), connecting z2 to 
some vertex in S. From (3.1), S(oI, i l )  contains a vertex w of S which belongs to 
V-V(z2)  and satisfies 
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d(Vl, w) = d(Ol, Z2) + d(z2, w) <- d~'. 
Furthermore, d(z2, w) > d(z2, x), since otherwise the condition $2 - V(z2) ~: SI - V(z2) 
is violated. To complete the proof  that $2 c_ S~, we show that V(z2) c_ S1. It is suffi- 
cient to prove that each vertex u • V(z2) f) S is in SI. Indeed, let u • V(z2) iq S. Then 
d(o1, u) <_ d(Ol, Z2) + d(z2, u) _< d(Ol, z2) + d(z2, x) 
< d(Ol, z2) + d(z2, w) < d~ 1, 
where the strict inequality follows from d(z2, x) < d(z2, Iv). Since d(ol, u) < d~ ~, 
Lemma 3.4(b) implies that u • SI. 
Lemma 3.5 suggests that the endpoints of the longest paths in T can be chosen 
as the first elements in the nest ordering of the vertices. Lemma 3.6 will indicate 
what vertices to choose next. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that S contains all the leaves of T. Let X denote the set of  all 
leaves of T which are endpoints of  some longest path in T. For each x • X let u(x) 
denote its unique neighbor in V. Suppose that for each x e X 
(i) u(x) ~ S, 
(ii) the degree of  u(x)= 2. 
Let X • X be defined by d(Tv, u(~)) = Minx~xd(x, u(x)). Let $1 and Sz be two suOsets 
of  the collection I(S) containing u(~). Then either S1-X~_Sz -X  or SI-XC_ 
S2-X.  
Proof. Let S1 = S(ul, il, rl) and $2 = S(u2, i2, ra). If ~•  S1NSE the result follows from 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose, without loss of generality, that ~$ I .  
Case I: ~S1,  £¢$2.  
:z u(~) 
If both sets, S1 and $2, are centered at u(£), the containment result of the lemma 
is obvious from the definition. Thus, suppose, without loss of generality, that 
oi 4: u0Z). 
Subcase I1: ~S I ,  ~¢Sz, Ol#:U(~), VE=U(~). We prove that SI~_Sz. Since 
u(£) *: Vl, a necessary condition for u(~) to be in SI is that u0Z) is on a path of 
length < d~ I connecting vl and some vertex in S. Therefore, properties (i)-(ii) of 
the lemma imply that d~' =d(u l ,~)  (since X~SI). 
We show that if o • 82, then o e Sl. I f  o = u(~), then o • S 1N S 2 . Let o q: u(~). 
Since ~ • S and ~ ~ $2 we obtain 
d~2<_d(o2,~)=d(u(~),X) and d(u(X),o)<d(u(X),X). 
Since o e $2, o ~ u(X) = 02, there exists w • S such that o • P(u2, w), and d(o2, w) = 
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d(u($), w)< d~ 2. To prove that o • $1 it suffices to show that w • $1. Indeed, since 
w:/::? and u(~) ¢ P(Ol, w), 
d(Ol, w) < d(Ol, u(~)) + d(u(~), w) < d(ol, u(X)) + d~ 2 
--< d(O l ,  u(X')) + d(u( )? ) ,  .~) = d(Ol, x) = d~'. 
Thus, d(ol, w) < d~' and w • S1 from Lemma 3.4. 
Subcase 12: :~¢Sl, :~¢$2, ol:/:u(X), o2:/:u(X). Note that in this subcase the 
assumptions satisfied by Sl and $2 are symmetric. In particular, by an argument 
similar to that used at the beginning of Subcase 11 it follows that d~'= d(ol, ~) and 
d~2=d(o2, x). 
Let y • V be such that P(g, y) is a longest path in T. For j = 1, 2, let zj be the 
closest vertex to oj on P(X, y), and let V(zj) = {u [ u • V, zj • P(u, y)}. Without loss of 
generality suppose that zl • V(z2), i.e., z2 • P(zl, Y). 
O1 
X" U(X') Z 1 Z 2 y 
Since d/~ 2=d(02, ~), it follows from the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3.5 
that V(z2) c_ S(02,/2). Furthermore, since u(~) • $2 and d(X, u(X)) = Minxexd(x, u(x)), 
we obtain V(z2) - X _c $2 - X. 
By the definition of the sets in 1(S) we know that the sets $2-F(z2) and 
$1-  V(z2) can be ordered by inclusion. If $2-F(z2)_~ $1-  F(z2), then S2-XD_ 
$1 - X, since $2 - X _~ V(z2) - X. Suppose 
$2- V(z2)C_SI- V(z2) and $2-  V(z2)#=SI- V(z2). (3.2) 
We first prove that (3.2) implies zl =z2. From (3.2) it follows that there exists 
w • S, w • V -  V(z2), d(01, w) <_ d~', and a vertex u • P(z2, w) such that u ~ $2. If 
zl ~ z2, then d(02, w) < d(02, Zl) + d(zl, w) since Zl ~ P(02, w). Therefore, 
d(o 2, w) < d(02, Zl) + d(zl, w) = d(02, X) - d(Zl, ~) + d(Zl, w) 
= d(o2, X) + d(ol, w)-d(ol,x)<-d?/+ d?,'-d?l' =d£ 2 
Thus, d(02, w)<d~ 2 and w eS2 by Lemma 3.4. Since also z2•$2, we have 
P(z2, w) c_ $2, and therefore u • $2, contradicting the supposition u ~ $2. Hence, 
zl =z2. In this case V(zl)= V(z2) and by the above argument V(z2)-X= 
V(z l ) -Xc_S1-X.  Therefore, by (3.2), SI -X~_S2-X .  
Case II: x~SI, x•S2. 
Subcase IIl: .¢~$1, x•S2, oI=U(X'). If 02=g " or 02=u(X'), then it is obvious 
from the definition of the sets in I(S) that $1-  {g u(g)} and $2-{g  u(X)} can 
be ordered by inclusion. Suppose 02~.~ and o2:/:u(.~ ). We show that $2__ 
S(o~,il)(3_ $1). Let oeS, o:/:~, o=/:u(e) and o•S1. Since X¢S~ we have d(ol,o)<_ 
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d~ I ~-~d(Ol,-~). 1)1 EP(o2, - ,~)  and, therefore, 
(7](02, O) < d(02, o 1 ) + d(o 1 , o) ~ d( 02, D 1 ) + d(Ol , .,~) = d(02,  3f). 
Since ~ is in $2 it follows that 0 is also in $2. 
Subcase 112: ~$1,  XeS2, Ol~U(X). Since ~¢$1, we also have 01:~X. By the 
argument used at the beginning of Subcase 11 we conclude that d~=d(01,X). 
Thus, S(01, il) and $2 both contain ~ and therefore, by Lemma 3.5, can be ordered 
by inclusion. If S(01, il) c_ $2, then $1 ~ S(01, il) c_ $2. Thus, suppose that 
S(o l , i l )D_S 2 and S(01,il)=/:$2 . (3.3) 
As above, let y e V be such that P(~, y) is a longest path in T. For j = 1, 2, let zj be 
the closest vertex to oj on P(£,y), and V(zj) = {ulu e V, zjeP(u,y)}. 
Suppose first that z2 e P(zi, Y). 
01 
02 
.~ Z 1 Z2 Y 
We show that in this case S2_D S(Ol,il), contradicting (3.3). First, from the facts 
that $ e S 2 and P($, y) is a longest path we obtain V(z2) c_ $2. Now consider a vertex 
weS and weS(o i , iO -  V(z2). Then d(Ol, w)<-d~ I=d(ol,x). 
d(o2, w) <-d(OE, Zl ) + d(zl, w) =d(o2, x) - d(Zl, X) + d(zl, w) 
= d(02, X) + d(Ol, w) - d(01, X) <_ d(02, X). 
The inequality d(02, w)<d(02,X) combined with XeSNS2 and weS imply that 
we $2. Therefore, $2 _~ S(Ol, il). 
Next assume that zl e P(z2, Y) and z2 ~zl .  
01 
o 2 
I 
v 
Z2 $ Z 1 Y 
By a previous argument (applied in Subcase 12 to the set $2) we may conclude that 
$1-X~_ V(Zl ) -X.  Also, from the definition of the sets in I(S), S1-  V(zl) and 
$2-V(z i )  can be ordered by inclusion. If S I -  V(zi) D- $2-V(Zl),  then clearly 
SI - X_~ S 2 - X since $1 - X D_ V(zl) - X. Therefore, suppose that 
$2-  V(Zl)D_ S I -  V(Zl) and $2-  V(Zl)#:SI- V(Zl). (3.4) 
We prove that $2 - X_D Sl - X by showing that S 2 -- X D V(Z l )  "X .  From (3.4), 
there exist vertices w and u such that weS,  d(o2, w)<_di~, w~ V(Zl), UeP(Z l ,W) ,  
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u ~ $2 and u ~ $1. u ~ $1 implies that w ~ $1 and, therefore, d(ol, w) >_ d~, ~, by Lemma 
3.4. Thus, d(ol,w)=d(Ol,Zl)+d(zl,w)>__d~=d(ol,£)=d(Ol,Zl)+d(zl,$). We 
have obtained 
d(zl, w) > d(Zl, x). (3.5) 
To show that S2-X~_ V(z l ) -X  it is sufficient to prove that SE contains the ver- 
tices in V(Zl) which are tips of T but not in X, and also those vertices in V(Zl) 
which are of the form u(x) for some x ~ X. 
Let o ~ V(zI). Then, by (3.5), 
d(oz, o) < d(o2, Zl) + d(zl, o) <_ d(oz, Zl) + d(zl, £) 
<-d(o2, Zl) + d(zl, w) = d(o2, w)<d~ 2. (3.6) 
Note that d(o2, o) < d/~ 2if d(zl, o) < d(zl, ~) or d(Zl, w) > (zl, ~). In particular, if o is 
a tip of T which is not in X, then d(Zl, o)< d(Zl, ~). Therefore, o ~ $2 by Lemma 
3.4. Next, let o=u(x) for some x~XN V(Zl). From (3.6), d(OE, X)<_d~2 2. Therefore, 
if d(zl, w)>d(Zl, ~), d(o2, x)<d~ ~ and x (and u(x)) are in $2 by lemma 3.4. Sup- 
pose, d(Zl, w) = d(Zl, ~). Then, 
d(ol, w)=d(ol,~)=d~,'. (3.7) 
u, defined above, satisfies u eP(ol, w) and u~Sz-S1,  u(£) is on P(ol,X) and 
u(.~) e $1. Therefore, by (3.7), d(ol, u) > d(ol, u(~)), which in turn implies 
d(zl, u(£)) < d(zl, u). (3.8) 
From the definition of u(£) we have 
d(zl,u(~))>-d(Zl,U(X)) for all x6XNV(zO.  (3.9) 
Finally, since d(o2,x)<d~ 2, u(x) will be proved to be in $2 if we show that 
d(o2, u)>-d(o2, u(x)). Indeed, from (3.8) and (3.9) 
d(o2, u(x)) <_ d(o2, Zl) + d(zl, u(x)) <_ d(o2, zl) + d(zl, u(X)) 
< d(o2, Zl) + d(zl, u) = d(o2, u). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now ready to apply Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 to prove Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is by induction on the number of vertices in the 
tree. We prove the existence of a nest ordering. Suppose first that the tree has a tip 
x, which is not in S. Let u(x) be the unique vertex of T adjacent o x. Since x~ S, 
each set in the collection I(S), which contains x, must also be centered at x, i.e., it 
is of the form S(x, i, r). From Lemma 3.4 any pair of sets containing x can be ordered 
by inclusion, x is chosen as the first vertex in the nest ordering. Furthermore, x and 
the edge (x, u(x)) are removed from T to obtain the tree T'. Then, the collection I(S) 
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is updated by deleting from it all sets centered at x. (Note that a set of the form 
S(x, i, r), which is not a singleton, will coincide with the set S(u(x), i, r-d(x, u(x))) 
when both are restricted to V-{x}.)  
Next suppose that all tips of T are in S. We use Lemma 3.5. Let X c_ V be the 
set of tips of T which are also endpoints of longest paths in T. By Lemma 3.5, we 
let the vertices in X (in any order) be the next I XI vertices of the nest ordering. 
Consider some x~X,  and let u(x) be the vertex adjacent o x. If u(x) is of degree 
_> 3, or u(x) ~ S, we can remove x and the edge (x, u(x)) from T update the collection 
as above and proceed with this case by induction. (All the tips of the updated tree 
will be in S.) Thus, suppose that for each xeX,  u(x)¢iS and the degree of u(x) is 
equal to 2. (If the degree of u(x) -- 1 for some xeX,  the tree consists of one edge.) 
Notice that if we arbitrarily remove some x from T, then we cannot apply the induc- 
tion hypothesis ince u(x) is not necessarily the center of each set in I(S) containing 
u(x). 
Let XeX be such that d(£,u(~))=Minxexd(x,u(x)). We apply Lemma 3.6 to 
observe that u(£) can be chosen as the next vertex in the nest ordering. Now we up- 
date the tree T=(V,E) and I(S) as follows. Since the degree of u(~) is 2, let y~$ 
be the vertex adjacent o u(X). First we remove u(.~') from V, and replace the edges 
($, u(X)) and (u(~), y) in E by a single edge (~, y) of length d($, y). (We do not remove 
the vertices in X from V.) Secondly we omit from I(S) the singleton set consisting of 
and the set {£; u(£)}. Also, we remove from I(S) all other sets which are centered 
at u(~). (If S(u(~), i, r) does not contain £, it coincides with S(y, i" r -  d(u(£), y)), for 
some i', when both sets are restricted to V -  {u($)}. If S(u(£), i, r) contains ~, it coin- 
cides with S(&i;r+d(X,u(£)), for some i', when both sets are confined to 
V -  {u(X)}.) We then proceed by induction, ordering only the unordered vertices of 
the updated tree, by the rules specified above. (Note that the only ordered vertices 
of an updated tree are tip vertices which are also endpoints of longest paths.) The 
proof is now complete. 
Remark. To construct he nest ordering we can actually ignore the collection 1(S). 
Furthermore, the construction does not require the deletion of vertices. 
4. Total unimodularity properties 
Having proved that the collection I(S), defined above, is totally balanced, it is 
natural to explore whether this collection possesses total unimodularity properties. 
Suppose that I S I = 1, and S = {x}. We have already noted above that in this case 
the collection I(S) will consist of all subpaths of the set of paths {P(o, x)}, o e V. 
In this case, the matrix having the incidence vectors of the sets in I(S) as its rows 
is also totally unimodular. If IS I_ > 2, the result is generally invalid. 
Example 4.1. Consider the following 6-vertex tree with edge lengths specified on 
the edges. 
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I 1 q) l 1 l 1 ~ 7 
® ® ® ® ® 
d~ = d22 = d(2, 4)= d(2, 6)= 1.5, Let S= {4,6}. d l=d l=d(1 ,4 )=d(1 ,6 ) :2 .5 ,  d31 = 
d(3, 4) = 1, d 3 = d(3, 6) = 2. Consider the submatrix corresponding only to the follow- 
ing subsets: 
S(1, 
S(2, 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1, 1)= {1,2}, 
1, 3/2) = {2, 3, 
2 3 4 5 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 
S(1, 1,2) = {1,2,3,5}, S(2,1,1/2)={2,3},  
4,5,6} and S(3,1,1)={3,4}. 
6 
0- 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Omitting the last column we obtain a submatrix with determinant- - -2 .  
The above example demonstrates that even the subcollection of the form 
{S(v, 1,r)}, v~ V, r<d~, may not be totally unimodular when IS] >2.  
However, we show that the subcollection {S(o, 1)}, o e V, induces total uni- 
modularity. 
Theorem 4.2. Given the tree T= (V, E)  with S c_ V= { 1, 2, . . . ,  n}, for  each o e V, let 
d(v, S) = Minxe s d(v, x). Let A = (au), i, j = 1, ..., n, be an incidence matrix defined by 
(1 if there exists ueS  such that jeP ( i ,u )  and d(i,u)=d(i, S), 
aij = 
otherwise. 
Then A is totally unimodular. 
The proof  of the theorem will use the following characterization of total uni- 
modularity due to Ghouila-Houri [9,2]. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A be an m x n, O, +_ 1 matrix. A is totally unimodular i f  and only 
i f  fo r  every k, 1 <_ k < m, and for  every submatrix B o f  order k x n, there exists a +_ 1 
k-dimensional vector y such that yB is a O, + 1 vector. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 4.2. The proof is by induction on n, the number of vertices in 
V. I f  S - -  V, then A is the identity matrix and the result follows. Thus, suppose that 
S:# V and let w e V -  S. Let T1,..., Tt be the connected components (subtrees) ob- 
tained by removing w from T. Let V/, i = 1,..., t, denote the vertex set of T/. Also 
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V 1 
V 
t 
W 
V I 
A 1 
b I 
V 
t 
0 
0 
A t 
b t 
Fig. 1. 
let vi, i = 1,..., t, denote the vertex in V/adjacent to w. Some of the sets V~ contain 
a vertex in S whose distance from w is d(w, S), i.e., a closest vertex to w. Without 
loss of generality let those sets be II1,..., V m, where 1 _ m_< t. 
Case I: m=t.  Consider V/, i-- 1, . . . , t .  Let ue  V/. Then it is clear that i f j¢  1I/, 
auj=O, since d(u,x)>d(u,  S) for any xeS and x~ V/. 
Let A i denote the ] V/] × I Vii submatrix of A restricted to the vertices in V i. Then 
A can be depicted as in Fig. 1. b i, i = 1,..., t, is the restriction of the row of A cor- 
responding to w to the vertices in V/. Note that if j e V/, then awj = 1 if and only if 
aoi,j = 1. Therefore, b i coincides with the row of A i corresponding to oi, the 
neighbor of w in V/. By the induction hypothesis A i, i= 1, ..., t is totally uni- 
A i 
modular, and therefore the matrix [V ] is totally unimodular. To prove that A is 
totally unimodular we apply Theorem 4.3. 
Let B be a submatrix of A. If B does not contain a subrow of row w of A the 
result is obvious. Let B i be the submatrix of B restricted to [~]]. Since B i is totally 
unimodular, let yi be a +_ 1 vector such that yiBi is a 0, + 1 vector. Furthermore, 
without loss of generality we assume that the last component of yi (the one cor- 
responding to row w) is 1. Define 37i by yi=(37i, 1). Then the _+1 vector 
37 = (371, ..., 37t, 1) is such that 37B is 0, + 1 vector. Therefore, A is totally unimodular 
by Theorem 4.3. 
Case II: l<_m<t.  Let  17=VIUV2""UVraI..J{W}. Consider a vertex ue17. If 
j¢  17, then auj = 0, since d(u,x)>d(u,  S) for any xeS-  17. Let AI be the square sub- 
matrix of A corresponding to the set 17 x 17. Denote by b the row of AI correspond- 
ing to w, and let A1 be the submatrix defined by the rest of the rows in AI- By the 
above we may assume that A is partitioned as in Fig. 2. 
Next we claim that each row of A 3 is either the zero row or it is equal to b. Sup- 
pose that u ¢ 177". I f  the row of A 3, corresponding to u, is not zero, then there exists 
xe  I7, x~S such that d(u ,S )=d(u ,w)+d(w,x ) .  Hence, d(u ,y )=d(u ,S)  for any 
y ~ 17f3 S such that d(w, S) = d(w, y). Therefore, the above row must be equal to b. 
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V 1 
V 
m 
w 
Vm+ 1 
V 
t 
V 1 V w . . V t m Vm+l  
A 1 
b 0 
A 3 A 2 
Fig. 2. 
We now use the induction hypothesis to prove that the submatrices 
Ib l  I and [A b A O] 
A3 
are both totally unimodular. (This will then be used to prove the total unimodularity 
of A.) The total unimodularity of 
[A1] ,  and therefore  LA3[bl]' 
follows directly by induction when we consider the subtree defined by the vertex set 
~7. Consider the second submatrix. Since [nb3] is a 0,1 rank 1 matrix, all its nonzero 
columns must be identical. One such column vector, say c, is the one corresponding 
to w (since aww= 1). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that the submatrix 
W 
Fig. 3. 
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defined by the set ( (V-  I7")13 {w}) x ( (V-  IV)U {w}) is totally unimodular. Indeed, 
this submatrix can easily be observed to be the incidence matrix of the subtree T' 
defined by the vertices in (V -  l v) U { w} = Vm + l U"" U Vt U { w}, after the following 
modifications are incorporated (Fig. 3). 
Augment w to S and increase the length of each edge (w, oi l  i = m + 1, ..., t by 
d(w, S). (The validity of the correspondence b tween the submatrix and T' is due 
to the fact that if ue V i, m<i<_t, then the distance in the original tree from u to 
any xeS,  xe  Vj, j:/:i, m<j<_t ,  is larger than d(u,S).) Applying the induction 
hypothesis to T' proves that 
[c 02] is totally unimodular. 
Finally, we prove that A is totally unimodular. (The reader who is familiar with 
the k-sum operation will identify that A is a 2-sum of the above two submatrices. 
Thus, the total unimodularity of the two submatrices induces the same property on 
A .) We prove the unimodularity by applying Theorem 4.3. We use * to indicate sub- 
matrices, let A* be a submatrix of A. From the above there exists a + 1 vector  y2 
such that 
is a O, + 1 vector. Without loss of generality 
b* 
is either the zero vector, or it is equal to b*. In the former case consider a +_ 1 vector 
yl such that ylA~ is a O, _ 1 vector. Then, 
(YI'Y2) ~Ab; A~ 
is a 0, _+ 1 vector. Suppose that 
Using the total unimodularity of [~'1 let yl be a + 1 vector such that 
(y', 1) [ 
b*J 
is a O, + 1 vector. (yl, y2) is then a + 1 vector, where 
(yl, y2) [ b* 0 
A~ A~ 
is a O, + 1 vector. This completes the proof. 
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5. Algorithmic results 
We start this section by demonstrating that the location model (1.1) is strongly 
NP-hard even for the case where S is a singleton and the graph is chordal. We show 
that the vertex cover problem is reducible to (1.1). Let G= (V, E) be an undirected 
graph with V= { 1,..., n}. Define a graph G' as follows. Consider first the complete 
graph with the vertex set {1,2, ..., n+ 1}, Kn+l. For each edge (i,j) of G augment 
a vertex, say i . j ,  to Kn + 1 and connect i * j  (with an edge) to the vertices i and j of 
Kn+l. Let G' be the graph obtained by this process. 
We now define the location model on G'. The set of customers, D, will consist 
of the vertices { i . j} ,  ( i , j )eE ,  of G', and S will be identified with the vertex n + 1 
of K~ + l- Let o be a vertex of G'. If o is a vertex of the subgraph Kn + 1 and o :~ n + 1, 
set w o = 1, otherwise let w o = n + 1. Suppose that all edges of G' are of unit length. 
Then, for each vertex i . j  in D the subgraph G'(S(i . j ) ) ,  defined in the Introduction, 
will have exactly four vertices: i , j ,  i, j ,  and n + 1. It is now easy to see that the solu- 
tion value to the location problem (1.1) defined on G' is ___ k if and only if the graph 
G has a vertex cover of cardinality < k. Since G' is chordal (i.e., it has no cycle of 
length greater than three without a chord), we conclude that problem (1.1), posed 
as a recognition problem, is strongly NP-complete ven for chordal graphs. 
The above construction demonstrates, in particular, that (1.1) is NP-hard even for 
the case when S(o), o ~ D, consists of the closest server to o in S. However, we claim 
that this case can be solved in polynomial time under appropriate nondegeneracy 
assumptions on the edge lengths {de} of the graph. Specifically, suppose that for 
each vertex o eD there is a unique vertex xeS such that d(o, S)=d(o,x) ,  and that 
there is exactly one path P(o, x) of length d(o, x). (This assumption is satisfied if, for 
example, there are no two simple paths of equal lengths in G.) For each xeS let 
Dx denote the vertices of D having x as their closest member in S. Clearly, the sets 
{Dx}, x ~ S will constitute a partition of D. Let Tx be the subtree of shortest paths 
from x to the vertices in Dx. By the above assumption, if x, y e S, then the respec- 
tive subtrees Tx and Ty do not intersect. Therefore, the location model (1.1) is 
decomposable into subproblems, each being defined on a subtree of G, containing 
exactly one vertex of S. We will next show that the results of Sections 3 and 4 ensure 
that (1.1) is polynomially solvable for tree graphs. 
Suppose that the graph G is a tree. Let o be in D, and let r o be its threshold 
radius. If i(o) is the largest index such that di°~o)<_ ro, then, using the notation in 
Section 3, (1.1) can be reformulated as 
Min ~ Wu (5.1) 
Xc_ VuEX 
s.t.  for each o eD X intersects S(o, i(o)). 
Let A =(aou), u e V, denote the incidence matrix of the collection {S(o,i(o))}, 
o eD.  (5.1) then reduces to 
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Min ~ WuXu (5.2) 
uEV 
s.t. ~, aouxu>-l, for anyoeD,  
uEV 
{o, 1}, ueV.  
Theorem 3.2 ensures that the matrix A is totally balanced. Therefore, the integer 
program (5.2) can be solved efficiently by the procedures presented in [1,4,12,15]. 
As shown in [7,4,12,16], (5.2) can be solved in O(n 2) time when a nest ordering for 
the vertices in V is known. The proofs of Lemmas 3.5-3.6 and Theorem 3.2 provide 
an algorithm to find such an ordering. This algorithm has n steps, where the i-th 
step determines the i-th vertex in the nest ordering. The set of tips of a tree which 
are also endpoints of longest paths in T can be computed in O(n) time, [11]. Thus, 
it is easily verified that each step takes O(n) time, and the entire nest ordering is ob- 
tained in O(n 2) time. Therefore, we conclude that the location model (5.2) can be 
solved in O(n 2) time. 
Consider now the case where for each o ~ D, S(o) consists of the closest servers 
(vertices) to o in S. Theorem 4.2 implies that in this case the matrix A, defined 
above, is also totally unimodular. Therefore, we can, in this case, solve a multiple 
coverage xtension of (5.2). Suppose that each o eD is associated with an integer 
b o, expressing the minimum number of secondary stations that must be established 
in S(o, 1). Consider the generalization of (5.2) when each constraint corresponding 
to o ~D is replaced by ~,u~ vaouXu >- bo. Since A = (aou) is totally unimodular, we 
can apply the recent results in [17] to obtain a (genuinely) polynomial algorithm for 
this generalized model. 
6. Generalizations 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 can be generalized in several directions. First we 
consider the case of a bitree, [5]. Given an undirected tree T= (V, E), the bitree of 
T, BT, is obtained from T by replacing each undirected edge (u, o) in E by two op- 
positely directed edges [u, o] and [o, u]. Each directed edge is now assigned a positive 
length. (The edges [u, o] and [o, u] may have different lengths.) For x, y ~ II, P[x; y] 
will denote the unique simple directed path from x to y. The sets S(o, i, r) will be 
defined exactly as in Section 3, when we use the directed distance d[o, x] from o to 
x, instead of d(o, x). For example, d/° will denote the distance from o to the i-th 
closest (in S) from o. A vertex w ~ o is in S(o, i) if and only if there exists u ~ S with 
d[o, u] < d ° and w ~ P[o, u]. 
With the above modifications in the definitions, the total balancedness property 
(Theorem 3.2), and the total unimodularity property (Theorem 4.2) are also valid 
for bitrees. For the sake of brevity, we omit the proofs, which are somewhat more 
involved than the proofs given above. We only point out the modification eeded 
in the basic property of neighborhood subtrees used in the above proofs. In the case 
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of a tree, if P(x,y) is a longest path and N(o, rl) and N(u, rE) are two neighborhood 
subtrees containing x (or y), then one of them is a subset of the other. This is no 
longer true for the two endpoints of the longest directed simple path of a bitree. For 
a bitree the longest path will be replaced by a central path. 
First we define the center. A vertex c is a center of the bitree if 
Max d[c, o] <_ Max d[x, o] for any x e V. 
oeV oeV 
(If the center is not unique, there are exactly two distinct centers which are 
adjacent.) Let c be a center and let y be such that d[c,y] =Maxoe vd[c, o]. Define 
V(c, y) = { u [ u ~ V, c ~ P[u, y] }, and let x be defined by d[c, x] = Max u e V(c,y) d[c, u]. 
A centralpath of the bitree is any path P[x,y] where x and y are defined as above. 
For bitrees we have the following basic containment property. 
Lemma 6.1. Let P[x, y] be a central path of  the bitree BT. Let N(U, rl) and N(o, r2) 
be two neighborhood subtrees, i f  x ~ N(u, r 1) f') N(o, r2) or y ~ N(u, r 1) N N(o, r2) ,  then 
one of  these subtrees contains the other. 
The set of endpoints of all central paths of BT will replace the set X in Lemma 
3.6. 
Due to some known results on strongly chordal graphs [1,4,6,7,13], there is 
reason to expect a generalization f some of the results in Sections 3 and 4 to these 
graphs. Given an undirected graph G= (V, E) define the neighborhood matrix 
A(G) = (aij) by 
Ilo i f i= jo r ( i , J )  eE,  
aij = otherwise 
G is strongly chordal if and only if A(G) is totally balanced. (See [1,4,6] for other 
characterizations of strongly chordal graphs.) 
Let G be strongly chordal with unit length edges. For o ~ V and r>_0, define, 
N(o, r), the r-neighborhood with center o, 
N(o,r)= {u lu~ V,d(o,u)<_r}. 
(r is assumed to be an element in {d(o, w) lwe  V}.) When S= V, the collection 
{N(o, r)}, o ~ V, r_> 0 is the collection of the vertex sets of the subgraphs G(S(o)), 
o ~ V, defined in Section 1. It is known that this collection is totally balanced, [15]. 
This result extends the property that the collection of neighborhood subtrees of a 
tree is totally balanced. Do Theorems 3.2 and 4.2 extend to strongly chordal graphs 
when S is a proper subset of V? The next two examples demonstrate that this is not 
the case even when S is a singleton. 
Example 6.2. Consider the following strongly chordal graph with unit length edges. 
Suppose that S = { 1}. The threshold radii of the vertices are given by their distances 
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2 
3 
to vertex 1, i.e., r 1 =0, r2=r  3 = 1 and r4=2. For each o, consider the set of vertices 
S(o, 1) which are on some shortest path from o to 1. Then S(1,1)= {1}, 
S(2, 1) = { 1, 2}, S(3, 1) = { 1, 3} and S(4, 1) = { 1, 2, 3, 4}. If we further prune each of 
these sets with r= l ,  we obtain S(1,1)NN(1,1)={1}, S(2,1)AN(2,1)={1,2},  
S(3, 1)GN(3, 1)= { 1, 3}, and S(4, 1) NN(4, 1)= {2, 3, 4}. The collection of the pruned 
sets is not balanced, since its incidence matrix is 
I 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 1 1 
Thus, Theorem 3.2 does not extend to strongly chordal graphs. However, we conjec- 
ture that if pruning is not allowed the result is true, i.e., the subcollection {S(o, i)}, 
o e V, i = 1, ..., k, k = I w I, is totally balanced even for strongly chordal graphs. 
Example 6.3 shows that the total unimodularity result of Section 4 does not hold 
for strongly chordal graphs. 
Example 6.3. Consider the following graph with unit length edges. 
3 
The graph is strongly chordal since its neighborhood matrix has exactly two zero 
entries. Suppose that S = { 1 }. Define the threshold radii for the five vertices by their 
distances to 1, i.e., r I = 0, r2 =r3 = r4= 1 and r 5 = 2. The vertex sets of  the subgraphs 
G(S(o)), o = I, 2, 3, 4, 5 are { I }, { 1, 2}, { 1, 3 }, { 1, 4} and { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } respectively. This 
collection is not totally unimodular since its incidence matrix is 
- -  m 
1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 
1 1 1 1 I 
The submatrix consisting of the first four columns and last four rows has a determi- 
nant of  value 2. 
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